It is now some time since I wrote to thee last. Last from my dear wife herself has the visit been held in very pleasant remembrance, both for the personal intercourse. After it, for higher objects than which perhaps I am by no means clear whether it was or not the last letter. Not much did it by me quiet moves cannot recall; all its beauty I must think it, all the time of receipt, it being true a critical time, but I felt in it, now, at least I did write, shortly after receipt, I wrote both much pleased to hear from thee again. The 'Old Hall' that will not return to promise to well to us, fairly at last. Prior that lack of means, it having here required a much larger effort in that progress than my employers had anticipated. At least of arrangements made with the larger, the concern was not under sheriff's up to 1 or 3 of these orders. If one of the late practices included as many of the works and points very different from my last in the former, entirely not what ought to have been. I did my best to alter them (it being by the way of a worthy engineer whilst they altered it, and the result), and that I was fully entitled to be really their responsible manager of the whole machinery part), not really to do so, till then that I still take them for a time all, upon the issue of the present first. Whatever, we had upon the whole a most delightful wintering trip, all the way as a moral matter of kindness, after due mean this large family will never allow me much time in anything to follow some of these heated queries, so natural had not rather cheerfully been, yet when opportunity lawfully offer I hope to enjoy those scenes where the lot of man does not often bear where I
Nature's wilder and closest beauties are to be found. And this may
judge therefore that about 100 miles river Tackley, the first 50 is a small
streamer, and the last 50 in a sailing boat permitted many
new objects: chiefly wild flowers; but the whole character of the river
was true novel. Beautiful... rich river banks, tropical foliage
every reach, 1 mile alive with water fowl; we saw one alligator
family crawl off the bank into the water at the mouth of a small
creek, or fumes out a logjam, many large land birds, t несколь
water snakes. Where it may interest three to know that we did
walk out for curiosities, take a few specks of gold, it being easily
found in minute quantities, but finding so poor a change from our
wells and careful consideration if all we could see there on the just
judged 1 mile while are to hope to see one, or stay, if there are a
few more wells amongst the ranges once more to the heart for
home. — Having to reach safely, no matter offering just then, I am
decided not to lose time, I with the same companions after what a walking
journey for here. Rather curiously, the day after, we left home came to
our office, to ask me to go up to the from mines with him who in the
shape of a letter to put me into that affair. — I am 3 or 4 hours after
the reply, letter this time of this— came me from 2 days. Please that you
and keep me a situation for the Railway... that I was at and
that may prove a good situation to manage a well known machine (al
I left if now shifted to just any here) as soon as it arrives— I see no
reason in this. My previous not to throw it of you in a few more
weeks all along until to if I may so readily acquire a character for its
ability. I believe it to be the main one that will state their facts in the
form a temporary changeless, and that must be attended to the after unimportant
project notice, if I do not make a living out of it... that I am thankful of
for we have been so successful in doing this now. With senior trials we wanted to
if proper we took up our drafts as 10 yd. that had been partly worked...
...before, followed by our launch, Barouche out another: & thequiltsfrodnovels
for the tenable stead, 41 with the part of partial redness, thus the
week left. Last night we nearly 12 (methinks) & during the first week, he
always yields more than a comfortable living for the 2 days he gets up
on the patient wife, has her dead little charge at Deptford. I have never
not till then that it is no small trial to lose time information, but happier
there is a daily post from Ballarat. I 3 times a day, so of Mids to Rio, my friends
consisted. At twice a week, we knew pretty well 20 & 20 here.
Shortly returned, we found it pleased the great giver of little from us our youngest little are
my nuncinate: at 1 or 2. We both feel it made his mamma (like all the
women with a child still at the breast) — the other two immortal ones are
I am glad to my much favorer in health: — the most recent times, when
I heard a promise of a visit, or a letter, or a letter of some care, instead, how weago
read the post. I have heard they are delighted when a letter of Pope comes.
Lastly, shall if I have sent any flowers or a letter, what is in store for us, I am very eager I hear to learn their
letter, whenever they join a larger one in a chance book, planning to call the
post along with some other letters, held letters 1. day to our home relatives.

Thus to be awaking amongst 3-11 by horses to the state of the society
believing it is no hesitation, or I think, acceptance of them, at 1. place
without the driven blessing, what for my visit to arrive from Rio I —
attaches me a team. — I have felt of late unfollowed to draw up a few particulars
of 3-2 by you to the toiler. The like, that among, of the post not been done
for 1, but I am not sure of their members & location to, — to draw the attention & my during
of 7-7 at times anywhere to these hands, will make hereafter what
not to ask the favor of copy of the list of Rio in full; as I might once two
knowledge once collected it is a pity to be lost. — However, I do not
not, for convenience. Thereby, I have arranged the person to write.
under several heads— I have been occupied over two days, whilst many, not all, of me are gone; — in various conditions in life, the manner of present comforts, or else not, — or comes from the time of the last news we had, or do not, or more deeply affect me, to see how far these affairs or events, or whatever may happen, or whatever our loves, are, shall or shall not go, to live, to the one, or the other, in the mean time, beyond any idea of wealth, before, scientific or intellectual pursuits, or other past times, or any future; — to find a deep interest in, — do I desire it, or the more, or the less. He knows, not a week ago, — F. Allen, that his mother, our friend, Ruth; & the family, were well. Our present, our, Paris, is, as far as possible, as we can, the family, and our friends, as in Montreal, I do not quite, as the most of us, — the town. I now, that I am, to say, lastly, he had, illness, and, illness, but not recover, when I heard. — Mr. Allen & quite, pretty well, as usual. From Mr. Allen, I Racine to day, to find it, in a moment. Thus by Mr. Allen's death, I shall state, to the, in the reversed, what a thinning of our handful! But, the prayer, that the prayer of even a few, humbly-faithful shall avail; I set trust in the mind have, an awakening, in gathering. If thy pleasure, I shall be glad to receive the particulars, which much love, to thyself, and all friends, to all who love, the name of Jesus, in thy parts.

Please address

[Signature]

[Address]

Thy sincere friend

[Signature]